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About This Game

Usurper is a sequel to Shrouded in Sanity, however, knowledge of the first game is not necessary, it is the second part of the
Skautfold game series.

Usurper is a Metroidvania Action-RPG. With Eldritch horrors having been unleashed by the outer-worldly Citadel, your job is
to rid London of its terrors. Use the new "Guard" system that rewards skillful play and accuracy, to uncover the massive

structure and defeat the nightmares lurking within.

Gameplay

Usurper's battle system is built around "Guard"; a system that allows the player to charge through attacks and take risks,
rewarding accurate timing and risk assesment. Instead of immediately losing health when the player is hit, they will loose

"Guard points" (which function like a regeneration shield). When these run out, the player will take damage normally. However,
if the player accurately dodges through incoming attacks, they will turn a large portion of that attack damage into "Guard

points", which allows you to turn the tide of the fight, and gain the upper hand. This is a system that will allow anyone to get into
the game, yet still provide a high skill ceiling for those players looking for a challenge.

Players can also take advantage of a reflective shield; capable of turning most enemy projectiles into "friendly" ones, so you can
strike back with the enemy's own weapons. While this will not regenerate Guard, it will still negate attacks at a lesser Guard

cost.

With eight different stats to spec into (along with stat reallocation), countless varieties of character builds are possible. Usurper
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also features over 90 different weapons and spells; from swords, spears, axes, great swords, sycthes, whips, katanas, rapiers,
daggers, bows, guns, rifles, canons, spells and summons.

If you're looking for even more content, then there are innumerable secrets, additional areas and optional bosses to discover. Or
perhaps you'd rather set your own difficulty by activating special conditions such as; no-guard mode, 1 HP mode, perma-death,

or a built-in speedrunning mode.

However you choose to play, The Citadel is a massive and versatile interconnected world. There are countless shortcuts to
uncover, and a variety of diverse areas; from human towns to alien landscapes, grand libraries to ethereal gardens, and from an

Eldritch engine to a crashed spaceship.

Story

Usurper takes place in an alternative timeline of 1898 in London. The outer worldly Citadel has landed in the city causing
massive panic and releasing the maddening Fog. Recently re-crowned Empress Eleanor has assembled the royal forces and her
four most loyal Knights to enter the Citadel - in the hopes of learning more, and hopefully finding a way to rid London of this

terror. Meanwhile, Waltham, the leader of the Veimar, uses his own forces to ascend the Citadel and challenge the Navigator for
his own...purposes...
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i love this game. I despise parkour games..........

so why did I buy this? Probably cause I got one of those stupid STEAM coupons and it had the word "dungeons" in it's title and
I am a sucker for a good RPG.

I managed to escape the first level... after that, I got bored so quickly that I think I might have set a world record.

STEAM really needs to stop with the coupons that entice you to buy crappy 2nd rate games and throw your money into the
trash.

I'm outta here.. First time writing a review:
Just like Reign of Kings, this game has potential. It's original, has a huge map, you can raid, gives you allot to explore\/build and
has some cool feautures, such as: becoming president, having children, becoming chief etc.
However, just like their previous games it is a buggy, not optimized, mess. I don't know if it is just a cash grab or the developers
truly wanted to make something cool and don't know how to. I guess we will never truly know.

-Pro's:
Original
Cool features: president, children
Nice building\/crafting options
Big map: allot to explore
VOIP: always cool to mingle with the online players
Tax system

-Cons:
Map to big for 32 players
Loading time: 5-15min average (even with a good pc) if you are even able to connect
Crashes: sometimes nothing, other times it lasts the whole evening
AI always stuck or not moving fluently (=just gliding)
Building has allot of bugs: for example, not placing on the right spots
You can fall through the map and go through rocks (in most of the times)
Optimization: the worst i have ever seen in a game = even if you have a beast pc you will prob get 30FPS max on med
Cheaters
Resource gathering is the main thing
Etc.

I've probably forgotten so many things but honnestly, if the game looks appealing to you and you just wanna build something
then go for it. If you are a gamer that hates unfinished, laggy, not optimized games than stay away from this one.
To the CodeHatch studio: Please hire 1-3 more people that know how to finish or code a game properly, you will gain respect
back from allot of gamers.. I am disappointed. The game is quite unplayable. The control of the game that a player has is
horrible.. Put simply, the game is excellent all around with fantastic artwork, controls, sound & music.

The only sour grape I have with the game is that it is too easy for me - and likely for most gamers out there. It suits a more
patient or casual gamer.

If that sounds like you then it's a perfect game - I highly recommend it.

If you're impatient like me, or you're looking for a challenge (ie: something not trivial) then I would have second thoughts.

Check out my video review for more info @ https:\/\/youtu.be\/OeCswUl_GZ0

Cheers,
 IceSaffroN. I like the Class 68.
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The sounds are quite good and the info screens work! The speedometer looks cool and the MK2s are decent. However, the air
brakes are very sensetive. One tiny push and you go straight into emergency! Also, just 1 livery? I know this was released in
2016 but you still had the standard DRS livery.

I recomend this addon. I'll start out by saying this game is very early access. But that being said even though there is only about
an hour of gameplay so far it's quite fun for what it is. I can see a lot of ideas for a game like this and I hope that the dev
continues to push out updates and makes this in to a well polished little apocalyptic road trip simulator. If the Dev reads this feel
free to hit me up if you'd like some ideas!. Literal sim-dads and angry boomers can ♥♥♥♥ off. This game is certainly a good
game and excellent return to the series. Everyone butthurt at time of review is mad that *insert flightsitck here* does not work
with this PC PORTED ARCADE FLIGHT GAME. If you need to wank about realisim and MUH SIM, DCS is two blocks
down. Best played with a gamepad.
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I absolutely adore this game and it is one of my favorate indie games ever and I would recomend it to anyone who likes colour
and rhythm in their game.. A Valken clone with mouse aiming. Good for a few hours. I recommend Gigantic Army over this,
though.. Very nice and relaxing game. Released in 1998 for the PSX, N20 is a tunnel shooter heavily sold on its soundtrack by
famed late 90's electronica producers, The Crystal Method.

I don't even listen to techno that much but even the name "The Crystal Method" rings a bit of a bell for me. Turns out their song
was in the opening of Splinter Cell, used in a lot of ads and tv commercials well into the mid 2000's, in some movies (DBZ), and
in plenty of video games. They're not Daft Punk huge, but they do have a legacy.

A lot of your enjoyment of this game is accentuated by the soundtrack (check any of the other reviews). Not that anyone else's
opinion should be relevant on your owns, but this game contains the majority of their first album (with a few remixes). Out of
their discography, the first album is generally believed to be their best. And regardless of how it compares to others in the genre
or their own history, I concur: the music here is damn good. It's certainly very 90's, but it rings something like F-Zero GX's. 
Something like

Speaking of which, the game itself can certainly stand on its own two feet. It's a tunnel shooter, which means you are going through
a tunnel and can move all around its walls whilst taking out incoming enemies. You have to take out a set amount of enemies before
facing a boss, and the faster you take out enemies the faster you go. It's actually impressive how fast you can go in a PSX era game
whilst maintaining 60 fps. It's reminiscent of F-Zero. The soundtrack was certainly a selling point for the title, but even when I have
the game turned down it stands as a competent game of its genre.

The only visible downside this game has is how the levels repeat themselves at the end. There are 30 levels, 15 of which are "version
2" of the levels previously played. Granted, the tunnels you are in move so much and turn in wild ways that you'd be hard pressed
to find similarities from level to level (or even recall that this was a previously played level) if it weren't for the backgrounds and
bosses. In other words, you wouldn't be able to tell these are levels already played if it weren't for their titles and same backgrounds
used.

Otherwise, this game isn't particularly revolutionary or complex. It's a competent tunnel shooter with a noteworthy soundtrack which
forms a cumulatively tight experience. At its heart its a simple arcade game. Recommended.. This game, despite being in Early
Access, has the polish and fun factor reminiscent of Nintendo games. Everything, from the lovely cartoonish visuals, to really
enjoyable sound design. The game plays smooth and tight, and is just really, really fun to play. The best way I could describe it is a
mix between Rocket League and shelshock, while only taking the best aspects of those games and turning it into a wonderful passion
project. Overall, this is definitely worth picking up!. Bought this with a 90% off coupon that i got~

Completed the game after in only 30 minutes

Gotta love dem classic video games. This is one of the first VR games I've played, but it is really fun.
I had to get used to throwing things, but with some practice, it gets easier.
One thing I didn't like was when the zombies get real close to you, they almost completely block your view, but it's not a problem if
you can keep them at bay! haha
Other than that, I really loved playing it. I especially liked the stage with many rifles because shooting is much easier for me than
throwing and the guns are very accurate in this game.
I also like the visual style and speed of the game. The environments and characters are interesting and cool. The speed of the game
is perfect. You never get bored while figuring out how to interact with your surroundings while keeping the zombies off your back.
There are plenty of things to figure out to keep you playing and coming back for more so replayability is good!
Overall, this is a fun game and I'd recommend it to anyone who has a VR set!. The big dealbreaker for this game is that half the
time the rhythm game element just flat out does not work. Like, "doesn't sync up properly to the music rendering the game nearly
unplayable" doesn't work. There are times it does but those moments are almost exclusively when you are not doing any
platforming, and surprisingly I found this happening even during the boss battles where you'd expect the most polish.

At the start of the game I was going for all S ranks. I gave up on that by the second boss at which point the game had become
completely unreasonable and a lot of the faults with the rhythm game element had started to show. But that's also the point where
the level design became genuinely kind of bad, the boss has you attacking to spawn platforms and making basically any failure an
instadeath. That's one thing. The health system in this game is rendered nearly useless when 90% of the time you're just going to be
instakilled by a laser or fall into a pit and die. Why even bother, life regenerates really quickly normally anyways. But yeah the
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game did not really improve from there.

It's also fairly short - completing the normal ending took under three hours for me, including a lot of replaying earlier levels for S-
ranks, and going out of my way to find the bonus levels and play those too. And the extra ending didn't take even an hour on top of
that. For a $15 game I don't feel I would've gotten my money's worth but fortunately I got this fairly cheap. Still.

The game never really develops its platforming much and most of the game is focused on the combat, which is incidentally the
broken part of the game. So yeah. Woops. There's some real frustration in the later levels where the attacks and the music are just
slightly out of sync so that something that should become mindless as soon as you see the notes instead becomes another thing you
have to keep track of.

And there's so much visual clutter in this game that it's way harder to keep track of things than it should be. The constant neon
effects are one thing but the way everything changes color when you build up a combo or are at low health just makes it all that
much more difficult to keep track of stuff, especially when you're trying to platform, attack, and dodge instakill lasers all at the
same time. This gets especilaly bad in the later boss fights and most of the extra world but it can stll be a problem before that. The
visual style looks decent at first sure but it's very unchanging and eventually rather monotonous to look at.

The soundtrack is also, to my ears, hot garbage, but I am admittedly not a big electronic music fan. It just feels... really samey &
rather basic. A lot of the same synth tones, usually a basic beat and bassline with a different melody overlaid on top of it. There
are some moments, usually during the climactic moments of a boss battle, where I can kind of get into it but for the most part I find
it pretty generic and forgettable and often borderline obnoxious.

So uh yeah. What do I like about this game then? Well, the concept itself is actually really good, but the execution itself is just not
there in so many ways. And it's a shame too, this did look pretty neat but I didn't enjoy my time with it past a certain point and
definitely won't be bothered to complete all the remaining achievements, especially considering how difficult some of the later ones
are. Entire game without dying? Yeah no. Speedrunning? No sir. Getting every level perfect at 1.5 speed? Jesus christ, no. I don't
think these achievements are necessarily bad to have on their own but with how little the game functions at its core it's insanity to be
expecting this level of perfection from the player, when the game does not give it in return.
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